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We propose a bulk topological invariant for one-dimensional Floquet systems with chiral symmetry
which quantifies the particle transport on each sublattice during the evolution. This chiral flow is
physically motivated, locally computable, and improves on existing topological invariants by being
applicable to systems with disorder. We derive a bulk-edge correspondence which relates the chiral
flow to the number of protected dynamical edge modes present on a boundary at the end of the
evolution. In the process, we introduce two real-space edge invariants which classify the dynamical
topological boundary behaviour at various points during the evolution. Our results provide the first
explicit bulk-boundary correspondence for Floquet systems in this symmetry class.
I. INTRODUCTION
Topological phases exhibit a deep connection between
their edge behaviour and their properties in the bulk, a
feature known as bulk-edge correspondence. As famously
demonstrated in the quantum Hall effects (QHE) [1–3],
this correspondence means that nontrivial bulk topology
is manifested at a boundary as protected edge modes,
whose number and form can be predicted from quanti-
ties calculated far away from the edge. Boundary modes
of this kind are robust against a wide range of perturba-
tions, making them particularly suitable as experimen-
tal signatures. Indeed, many topological phases of free
fermions, known as topological insulators and supercon-
ductors (TIs) [4–11]), have been detected partly through
their protected edge modes [12–16].
In recent years, the study of topological phases has
expanded to include driven systems, whose generating
Hamiltonians vary periodically with time. In partic-
ular, driven systems of free fermions have been found
to form dynamical analogues of TIs known as Floquet
topological insulators (FTIs)[17–30], and several of these
phases have now been realised experimentally [31–36].
FTI phases exhibit bulk-boundary correspondence in a
similar vein to their static counterparts, although the re-
sulting edge modes can be very different: Remarkably,
dynamical edge modes analogous to those of the QHE or
TIs can exist even if the bulk bands are topologically triv-
ial [19, 37]. In this way, bulk-boundary correspondences
for driven systems are far richer than in static systems,
and in most cases remain unexplored.
While a qualitative statement of bulk-boundary cor-
respondence is simple to write down, proving a rigorous
connection between bulk and edge properties is a more
challenging endeavour. The usual procedure for deriv-
ing such a connection is to first obtain a robust invariant
which describes the bulk topology, and then to relate
this to a similarly robust invariant describing the edge
modes. This approach and others have been used to
obtain bulk-edge correspondences for a variety of static
TI phases [38–48]. In driven systems, topological invari-
ants are well known for FTI phases with translational in-
variance [49], and there have been studies of disordered
FTI phases in some symmetry classes [29, 50–53]. How-
ever, while some bulk-edge correspondences have been
obtained [19, 21, 54–59], in most disordered cases, ex-
pressions for topological invariants remain lacking, and
bulk-edge correspondences have not been attempted.
In this paper, we obtain an explicit bulk-edge corre-
spondence for Floquet systems belonging to Class AIII of
the Altland-Zirnbauer symmetry classification [30, 60, 61]
(i.e. those with a protected chiral symmetry). In the pro-
cess, we define a new bulk invariant we call ‘chiral flow’,
which quantifies the topological properties of the driven
system in the bulk. We complete the correspondence
by relating this bulk invariant to two new edge invari-
ants: a chiral-symmetry-breaking boundary flow midway
through the drive, and a state-counting invariant at the
end of the drive which determines the number of pro-
tected dynamical edge modes. The new invariants we
define do not require translational symmetry and are ap-
plicable even in the presence of disorder. They reduce to
existing winding number expressions [24] in the transla-
tionally invariant limit.
Driven systems with chiral symmetry have been stud-
ied elsewhere in the literature, particularly in the con-
text of quantum walks. A number of early references
[21, 54] classified one-dimensional systems in this class
with translational symmetry and obtained an explicit
bulk invariant.1 A somewhat different bulk invariant was
introduced and extended to higher dimensions in Ref. 24,
and these phases were brought into a universal framework
in Ref. 24, with a full set of topological invariants given in
Ref. 49. However, all of these works assume translational
invariance, and none derives an explicit bulk-boundary
correspondence. In the mathematics literature, Refs. 55
and 56 rigorously classified quantum walks in class AIII
without translational invariance, and arrived at a form of
bulk-edge correspondence. However, the correspondence
obtained therein is not able to distinguish between inher-
ently dynamical edge modes and those which can arise in
1 We note, however, that the unitary loop drives we discuss in
Sec. II seem to violate the invariants of Refs. 21 and 54
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2static systems, whose physical properties are often very
different.
In the present work, we obtain a bulk-boundary cor-
respondence which addresses many of the shortcomings
of these previous studies. The new bulk invariant we in-
troduce is physically motivated, locally computable, and
applicable to systems both with and without disorder.
The new edge invariants we define provide an explicit
method for counting dynamical edge modes, and can be
rigorously shown to equal the invariant of the bulk. In
this way, our work forms an important milestone in the
study and characterisation of FTI phases.
The structure of this paper is as follows. We begin,
in Sec. II, by giving some background on time-dependent
systems and the concepts we will use in obtaining the
bulk-boundary correspondence. In Sec. III we motivate
and define a new bulk invariant we call ‘chiral flow’, and
give an example of its calculation for a model drive. We
define two edge invariants in Sec. IV, which we use to
derive the bulk-edge correspondence in Sec. V. Finally,
we summarise our results and conclude in Sec. VI. To im-
prove ease of reading, we use a stricter notion of locality
than is necessary throughout the main text. Our results
are extended to the more general case in the appendices,
where we also provide further technical details on parts
of the derivation.
II. PRELIMINARY DISCUSSION
A. Periodically Driven Systems
We begin by reviewing some concepts from the study of
time-dependent systems. A general time-periodic Hamil-
tonian satisfying H(t+ T ) = H(t) generates the unitary
time-evolution operator
U(t) = T exp
[
−i
∫ t
0
H(t′)dt′
]
, (1)
where T indicates time ordering (and we have set ~ = 1).
In a time-independent system, we usually study the
eigenstates of a static Hamiltonian in order to obtain in-
formation about the underlying topology. In a driven sys-
tem, however, we are instead interested in the spectrum
of the Floquet operator U(T ), the evolution operator af-
ter one complete period of driving. If the drive is topo-
logically nontrivial, then this spectrum (in an open sys-
tem) should exhibit protected boundary modes. These
protected edge modes are driven-system analogues of the
edge modes that arise (for example) in the quantum Hall
effect or topological insulators.
Using an analogue of Bloch’s theorem, the action of
U(T ) may be written in terms of time-periodic eigen-
states |φn(t)〉 as
U(T ) |φn(0)〉 = e−inT |φn(0)〉 , (2)
where the quantities n are known as quasienergies and
are defined modulo 2pi/T . In many cases we can define
an effective Floquet Hamiltonian HF , which is related to
the full-period time-evolution operator through
U(T ) = exp(−iHFT ). (3)
In order for HF to be well-defined, U(T ) must be gapped
at some quasienergy g so that a branch can be chosen
when taking the logarithm. In addition, the branch cut
must respect the underlying symmetries of the system.
For topological phases, this feature generally restricts
the utility of the Floquet Hamiltonian to closed systems,
since open systems may have protected edge modes that
lie in or across the quasienergy gap.
In Ref. 30 it was argued that the topology of a gen-
eral periodic drive can have both dynamical and static
components, and that these two components may be iso-
lated from each other by a homotopic deformation of the
unitary. To see this, we consider a closed-system uni-
tary evolution whose end point is of the form U(T ) =
exp(−iHFT ), where HF is a static and local Hamilto-
nian. Then, we continuously deform the unitary evolu-
tion into a composition of a unitary loop L (to be defined
below) and a constant Hamiltonian evolution C, which
is an evolution with the static Hamiltonian HF . The
dynamical component of the evolution is characterised
by the loop L, a unitary evolution which (for a closed
system) starts and ends at the identity,
U(0) = U(T ) = I. (4)
In this way, the deformed evolution (L followed by C)
is a homotopic deformation of the original evolution.
This loop construction is outlined in more detail in Ap-
pendix B.
Overall, the bulk properties of an evolution can be de-
scribed by studying the components L and C indepen-
dently. The loop part of the evolution may be classified
by a topological integer nL, while the constant part of the
evolution may be classified by a set of integers nCi , each
associated with the ith gap in the constant Hamiltonian
HF [30].
The decomposition introduced above may be extended
to an open system by removing terms from the generat-
ing Hamiltonian at each point in time that connect sites
across a boundary cut. At the end of the evolution, these
cuts may lead to nontrivial (protected) edge modes in the
gaps in the quasienergy spectrum. Since the deformation
is homotopic, any edge modes in the deformed evolution
will be topologically equivalent to the edge modes in the
original evolution. There is a one-to-one correspondence
between the number of edge modes in each quasienergy
gap (labelled ni) and the integers characterising the bulk
evolution, given by
npi = nL (5)
ni = nCi + nL,
where addition is taken modulo two if necessary [30].2
2 We note that for some symmetry classes, only the gaps at  = 0
3In particular, npi counts the number of edge modes at
 = pi, which are inherently dynamical in nature and
arise only loop component of the evolution is nontrivial.
The remaining edge modes are similar to edge modes
that arise in static Hamiltonians (although they may be
affected by the loop component of the evolution).
A classification of evolutions by constant Hamiltonians
is equivalent to the classification of static topological in-
sulators and superconductors, and is well understood in
the literature [7, 9, 62]. Since we are interested in Floquet
topological phases, we will instead focus on inherently dy-
namical evolutions, described by unitary loops, and the
associated dynamical edge modes at  = pi. For this rea-
son, we will assume throughout this paper that there is a
bulk quasienergy gap at  = pi, in which edge modes may
appear in the open system. In the translationally invari-
ant case, loop evolutions corresponding to all symmetry
classes and dimensions were classified in Ref. 30. In the
present work, we study a certain class of loop evolutions
which do not have translational symmetry.
B. The Flow of a Unitary Matrix
In our study of dynamical phases, we will make use of a
property of unitary matrices known as ‘flow’, introduced
by Kitaev in Ref. 63. This property may be defined for
any unitary operator, although we will later apply it to
the special case of unitary loop evolutions.
To define this quantity, we consider a noninteracting
unitary matrix U = (Ujk), where j and k can be in-
terpreted as labelling sites on a (formally infinite) one-
dimensional lattice. Explicitly, the matrix elements Ujk
determine a unitary operator through the definition
Uˆ =
∑
jk
Ujkc
†
jck, (6)
where c†j (cj) creates (annihilates) a single boson or
fermion on site j. An intuitive notion of ‘current’ from
position k to position j induced by the unitary operator
may then be defined as
fjk = |Ujk|2 − |Ukj |2, (7)
which is the difference in hopping probabilities between
the two sites. In analogy with electric current, the one-
dimensional flow of a unitary matrix is the total current
through a cross section [63], which may be written ex-
plicitly (for a cross section at coordinate x0) as
F (U) =
∑
j≥x0
∑
k<x0
fjk. (8)
This is shown schematically in Fig. 1.
and  = pi are physically meaningful [30].
k j
U jk
Ukj
x0
ℓ
x
L R
Figure 1. The flow of a unitary matrix. Vertical dashed green
line indicates the coordinate of the cross section x0, defining
regions L and R. Red points indicate 1D lattice sites, while
black arrows represent the current between sites j and k across
the cut. The flow is defined by summing over all particle
currents that cross the cut, as in Eq. (8). If the unitary is
strictly local, only sites within a distance ` of the cut will
contribute to the flow, delimited by grey dotted lines.
Following Ref. [63], we now introduce a projector PR
for the half axis x ≥ x0 and a projector PL for the other
half axis x < x0, so that PL = I− PR. In terms of these
projectors, the flow of a unitary matrix may equivalently
be rewritten as
F (U) = Tr(U†PRUPL − U†PLUPR)
= Tr(U†PRU − PR)
= Tr(U†[PR, U ]).
(9)
It may be verified that these expressions reduce to
Eq. (8). Importantly, in these expressions we cannot use
the cyclic property of the trace Tr(AB) = Tr(BA), since
this holds only if one of the matrices has a finite number
of nonzero elements [63].
In a physical system, the underlying Hamiltonian must
satisfy certain locality constraints, which in turn places
constraints on the form of the time-evolution operator.
We can use these properties to our advantage when cal-
culating the flow of a unitary operator that corresponds
to time evolution. The usual definition of a local oper-
ator is one whose matrix elements decay exponentially
(or faster) with the distance between the sites involved
(see, for example, Ref. 53). To simplify our discussion
in the main text, however, we will assume that the time-
evolution operator is strictly local, i.e. that Ujk = 0
for |j − k| > ` beyond some localisation length ` (where
j and k label unit cell positions). In Appendix A we
extend our arguments to the more general definition of
locality.
Under this assumption of strict locality, it is clear that
only the regions close to the cross section will contribute
to the calculation of flow in Eq. (9). Setting the cross
section coordinate to be x0 = 0, we can therefore restrict
our projectors to the relevant interval [−`, `]. Specifically,
we define the projector P `L for the region [−`, 0) and the
projector P `R for the region [0, `) and substitute PL → P `L
and PR → P `R in Eq. (9). It is clear that the result will
4not be affected by this truncation, and we arrive at the
expression
F (U) = Tr(U†P `RUP
`
L − U†P `LUP `R). (10)
With this truncation, we have an expression for F (U)
that can now be applied to finite systems.
To develop some intuition for this index, we now con-
sider two simple examples. First, we take the unitary
operator to be the identity, U = I. It is clear that the
flow will be zero in this case, since each projector com-
mutes with U in Eq. (10) and we can apply the result
P `LP
`
R = 0. This is reflective of the fact that that unitary
operator I does not involve any particle current between
the two sides of the cut.
As a second example we consider the unitary U = tˆ,
where tˆ is the shift operator having action
tˆ |j〉 = |j + 1〉 , (11)
with |j〉 a state localised on site x = j. For this operator
the localisation length is ` = 1. Writing P `L = |−1〉〈−1|
and P `R = |0〉〈0|, we see that
F (U) = Tr
[(
tˆ† |0〉〈0| tˆ |−1〉〈−1|)− (tˆ† |−1〉〈−1| tˆ |0〉〈0|)]
= 1. (12)
This quantifies the non-zero current of particles across
the cut effected by the operator tˆ.
The flow of a unitary operator, using any of the def-
initions above, is quantized to take integer values [63].
It is therefore robust to any continuous change of the
system, and can be used for the purposes of topological
classification. When U possesses translational symmetry,
we may rewrite the expression for flow using the Fourier
transform,
Û(q) =
∑
x
U0xe
iqx, (13)
finding
F (U) = tr
[
U†[X,U ]
]
=
i
2pi
∫ pi
−pi
dqTr
[
Û(q)†
dÛ
dq
]
.
(14)
In this expression, we distinguish between ‘tr’, meaning
the trace per unit cell, and ‘Tr’, which is the usual ma-
trix trace [63]. In this way, we see that for translation-
ally invariant systems, the flow is equal to the familiar
momentum-space winding number w[U ] that captures
the topology of the mapping from the space S1 to the
space of unitary matrices.
In this paper, we aim to find and classify time-
evolution operators with nontrivial unitary flow. How-
ever, many of the systems we might hope would host
such phases can be shown to have a trivial flow index. In
particular, a 1D unitary generated by a local 1D Hamil-
tonian can be shown to always have zero flow index [64].
In addition, for a unitary operator with a finite number
of nonzero elements, we can use the cyclic property of
the trace to show that Eq. (9) vanishes.
One way to achieve a nonzero flow is to consider higher-
dimensional systems, where, for example, robust chiral
edge modes may exist at the boundary of a 2D peri-
odic drive [19]. In this work, we will instead consider
inherently 1D systems with a protected chiral symmetry,
which leads to a definition of ‘chiral flow’.
III. DRIVEN SYSTEMS WITH CHIRAL
SYMMETRY
A. Chiral Symmetry
In this section, we will study topological drives with
chiral symmetry, corresponding to Class AIII of the AZ
classification scheme [30, 60, 61]. We will introduce a
notion of chiral flow that can be used to characterise
such systems and describe a nontrivial model drive that
may be used to generate phases with different chiral flow
indices.
We begin by recalling that a system has chiral sym-
metry if its (time-dependent) Hamiltonian satisfies the
relation
CH(t)C−1 = −H(−t) (15)
for some chiral symmetry operator C, which is a unitary
operator satisfying C2 = I [30]. The eigenvalues of such
an operator are ±1, and so we can write it in diagonal
form as
C =
(
I 0
0 −I
)
= C+ − C−, (16)
where C± are projectors onto the ±1 eigenspace. In this
basis, the instantaneous Hamiltonian is off-diagonal. It
follows from Eq. (15) that chiral symmetry acts on the
unitary time-evolution operator as
CU(t)C−1 = U(T − t)U†(T ), (17)
where we have used the fact that the Hamiltonian is peri-
odic in time with period T [30]. At the end of one cycle,
the time-evolution operator satisfies
CU(T )C−1 = U†(T ). (18)
B. A Model Drive with Chiral Symmetry
We now build a model drive with chiral symmetry that
has nontrivial flow properties. Inspired by the static Su-
Schrieffer-Heeger (SSH) model [65], we take a 1D bipar-
tite chain ofN unit cells, with sublattices labelled ‘A’ and
‘B’. For a closed chain, we define the SSH-like Hamilto-
5nian
HSSH = v
N∑
m=1
[
|m,B〉 〈m,A|+ H.c.
]
(19)
+ w
N∑
m=1
[
|(m+ 1)N,A〉 〈m,B|+ H.c.
]
,
where |m,α〉 denotes a state of the chain where the par-
ticle is on sublattice α in unit cell m. The parameter
v controls the hopping of particles between sublattice A
and B within the same cell, while the parameter w con-
trols the hopping between unit cells. In this static case,
the Hamiltonian is trivial (topological) when |v| > |w|
(|w| > |v|) [65]. It may be verified that this Hamiltonian
satisfies the chiral symmetry constraint
CHSSHC
−1 = −HSSH,
where C is defined in the canonical way through C =∏
j τ
z
j , and where τ
z
j is a Pauli z-matrix acting in the
sublattice space on site j.
For our model drive, we take a piecewise constant
Hamiltonian of the form
H(t) =

H1 0 ≤ t < 14T
H2
1
4T ≤ t < 12T
H2
1
2T ≤ t < 34T
H1
3
4T ≤ t < T,
, (20)
where
H1 =
2pi
T
N∑
m=1
(|m,B〉 〈m,A|+ h.c.) (21)
H2 = −2pi
T
N−1∑
m=1
(|m+ 1, A〉 〈m,B|+ h.c.)
are of the form in Eq. (19).3 The hopping terms of the
drive are indicated in Fig. 2(a).
In each of the four steps of the drive, a particle moves
with probability one between neighboring sites, following
the trajectory shown in Fig. 2(b). After a complete cycle,
each particle in the closed system returns to its initial
position, so that U(T ) = I and the unitary is a loop.
After cutting the chain open, however, some terms from
the Hamiltonian are removed, and one particle on each
edge no longer moves during the second and third steps.
At the end of the evolution, these particles have instead
gained a phase of pi, and will show up in the quasienergy
spectrum as protected edge modes at  = pi.
3 The relative minus sign is added for convenience so that hopping
phases gained during steps one and two cancel out in the bulk.
H1
H2
(a)
(b) 1 2
34
Figure 2. Schematic picture of the model drive given in
Eqs. (20) and (21). (a) Driving protocol. The phase with Flo-
quet edge states is obtained by driving with a trivial Hamil-
tonian H1 and a nontrivial Hamiltonian H2 in turn. Black
(gray) points are sites on sublattice A (B). For each Hamil-
tonian, hopping occurs between sites indicated by red lines.
Gray background indicates unit cells. (b) Drive action. Par-
ticles in the bulk move in closed trajectories indicated by the
blue arrows, while particles on the boundary follow the green
arrows and gain a phase of pi.
C. Winding Number Invariant
We now obtain a classification of this model drive
which may be extended to more general systems with
chiral symmetry. We first observe that at t = T/2 in
the model drive, particles that started on an A site have
moved to another A site (unless they are near the bound-
ary) and similarly, particles that started on sublattice B
have moved to another B site. More specifically, particles
appear to ‘flow’ within each sublattice, and the action of
the half-period evolution U(T/2) resembles a combina-
tion of shift operators tˆ⊕ tˆ†, introduced in Eq. (11). This
is shown schematically in Fig. 3(a).
This sublattice decoupling is a general feature of Flo-
quet drives with chiral symmetry at the half-period point.
We can see this by substituting t = T/2 into Eq. (17) to
find
U† (T/2)CU (T/2)C−1 = U† (T ) . (22)
If the drive is a loop, then
CU (T/2)C−1 = U (T/2) , (23)
which means that U(T/2) commutes with the chirality
operator and hence is block-diagonal in the chiral basis,
U (T/2) =
(
U+ 0
0 U−
)
. (24)
For the model drive, we see that U+ = tˆ and U− = tˆ†.
Now, we know that any translationally symmetric
(closed-system) unitary in 1D has a winding number as
given in Eq. (14). Applying this formula to the block-
diagonal unitary U(T/2), we find
w[U(T/2)] = w[U+] + w[U−] = 0, (25)
which must vanish because the evolution is one-
dimensional: Specifically, the winding number is a ho-
motopy invariant and U(t) is smooth, and so w[U(t)]
6(a)
(b)
Figure 3. Schematic picture of the chiral flow for the model
drive introduced in Sec. III B. (a) The chiral flow in the closed
system generated by U(T/2). Black (grey) circles indicate
sublattice A (B). Blue (red) lines show the motion of particles
on sublattice A (B) after a half period. (b) The chiral flow in
the corresponding open system after a half period. Note that
on each edge, particles are forced to hop between sublattices
(green arrows).
must be independent of time [24]. Then, since w[U(0)] =
w[I] = 0 at the beginning of the evolution, it follows that
w[U(T/2)] = 0 too.
However, we observed for the model drive in Sec. III B
a ‘chiral flow’ within each sublattice for which w 6= 0, and
so in general w[U+] and w[U−] might not be zero individ-
ually. We identify the quantity w[U+] as the topological
invariant ν[U ] for a chiral Floquet system, which may be
written in full as
ν[U ] =
i
2pi
∫ pi
−pi
dk tr
[
U−1+ (k)∂kU+(k)
]
(26)
=
i
4pi
∫ pi
−pi
dk tr
[
CU−1(k, T/2)∂kU(k, T/2)
]
.
In the second line we have inserted the chiral symmetry
operator and used the fact that w[U+] = −w[U−]. For
the model drive above, it may be verified that ν[U ] = 1.
Other integer values of ν[U ] can be obtained by running
this model drive in sequence (being sure to preserve chiral
symmetry), or by running the model drive in reverse.
Since the winding number is quantised to take integer
values, it is robust to local perturbations and is a well-
defined topological index for chiral symmetric Floquet
systems with translational invariance. The topological
invariant for 1D Floquet systems in class AIII has previ-
ously been expressed in this form in Ref. 24.
D. Chiral Flow Invariant
The winding number above functions as a topological
invariant for Floquet systems with both chiral symmetry
and translational invariance. We now seek to construct
a real-space topological invariant that continues to hold
even in disordered systems, using the connection between
flow and winding number discussed in Sec. II B.
From Eq. (14), we see that the winding number w(U+)
is related to the flow of the unitary U+, which acts only
on the positive chirality eigenspace. We can therefore use
Eqs. (9) and (10) to replace w[U+] with F [U+], so that
ν[U ] = Tr(U−1+ PRU+PL)− Tr(U−1+ PLU+PR)
= Tr(U−1+ P
`
RU+P
`
L)− Tr(U−1+ P `LU+P `R). (27)
This describes the flow from the left side of a cut to the
right, using the definitions of projectors introduced in
Sec. II B. In the second line, we have again assumed that
the unitary operator is strictly local, so that the trunca-
tion to a region of width 2` around the cut has no effect
on the calculation of ν[U ]. In Appendix A, we consider
the more general case where U is only exponentially lo-
calised.
As in the translationally invariant case, the total flow
of the unitary must be zero and so F [U+] = −F [U−]. We
can therefore write the real-space invariant more sym-
metrically as
ν[U ] =
1
2
[
Tr
(
CU−1PRUPL
)− Tr (CU−1PLUPR) ]
=
1
2
[
Tr
(
CU−1[PR, U ]
) ]
(28)
=
1
2
[
Tr
(
CU−1P `RUP
`
L
)− Tr (CU−1P `LUP `R) ]
where we have used the shorthand U = U(T/2).
These (equivalent) expressions for ν[U ] define what we
refer to as chiral flow, a bulk topological invariant that
quantifies the particle flow on a single sublattice at the
midpoint of a Floquet evolution belonging to class AIII.
For the model drive introduced in Sec. III B, this flow
is evident from the form of the unitary operator at t =
T/2, but ν[U ] may be calculated for any evolution in the
symmetry class. In particular, the real-space expression
for the chiral flow is applicable to unitary evolutions with
disorder.
Before concluding this section, we note that there is
another way of interpreting the chiral flow in this model
drive. In Ref. 19, the authors construct a 2D Floquet
loop drive belonging to class A (which has no protecting
symmetries). Under the action of their drive, a particle
in the bulk will follow a closed path around a square
plaquette, returning to its initial position. However, a
particle at the boundary will be unable to complete a
closed path, and will instead propagate along the edge,
as shown in Fig. 4.
At t = T/2, our 1D class AIII model drive exhibits bulk
chiral flow that looks very similar to the edge behaviour
(at t = T ) of the 2D class A model of Ref. 19. In fact, our
class AIII model can be interpreted as an open-system
class A drive collapsed down to a single layer. In this
interpretation, the edge modes of the model of Ref. 19
undergo chiral flow at the boundary.
7Figure 4. Action of the 2D class A drive introduced in Ref. 19.
During each step, particles hop between sites on a bipartite
lattice following the paths indicated by red and blue arrows.
Sublattices are indicated by gray and black points, while gray
shaded regions indicate unit cells. After a complete cycle,
a particle in the bulk returns to its initial position, while a
particle at the edge is translated by one unit cell. The 1D
class AIII model we introduce in Sec. III B can be obtained
by collapsing this 2D model onto a single chain.
IV. DYNAMICAL EDGE MODES IN DRIVEN
SYSTEMS WITH CHIRAL SYMMETRY
A. Protected Dynamical Edge Modes in the Model
Drive
In the previous section, we introduced chiral flow as a
robust topological quantity that describes the bulk prop-
erties of a Floquet evolution in class AIII halfway through
the driving cycle. However, topological phases also ex-
hibit robust edge behaviour that is closely related to the
physics in the bulk, a feature known as bulk-boundary
correspondence. In this section, we study the form of the
dynamical edge modes present at the end of a topological
drive in class AIII, and introduce an invariant that may
be used to count them. This will be used in Sec. V when
we derive an explicit bulk-edge correspondence.
In general, protected edge states arise at interfaces
between topological phases where bulk topological num-
bers change. In this paper, we will mostly consider edge
modes at the boundary of an open system, which may
be viewed as an interface with the (topologically trivial)
vacuum. As motivated in Sec. II, inherently dynamical
edge modes are associated with bulk unitary loops, and
occur at quasienergy  = pi.
As an example, we first revisit the model drive in-
troduced in Sec. III B. We recall that halfway through
the drive, the time-evolution operator takes the block-
diagonal form
Uc(T/2) =
(
tˆ 0
0 tˆ†
)
,
where tˆ (tˆ†) is the unit translation operator to the right
(left), and each translation operator acts within a single
sublattice. We have added the subscript c to emphasise
that the unitary operator here is for the closed system.
In this way, the unitary Uc(T/2) generates a chiral flow
with index ν[U ] = 1, shown schematically in Fig. 3.
In order to find the number and form of the edge modes
of the model, we must evolve with the drive in an open
system until t = T . Using Eqs. (19) and (20), we find
Uo(T ) = − |1, B〉 〈1, B| − |N,A〉 〈N,A| (29)
+
N−1∑
m=1
|m,A〉 〈m,A|+
N∑
m=2
|m,B〉 〈m,B| ,
where the subscript o indicates this is the evolution for
the open system (i.e. with terms in the generating Hami-
tonian which connect sites across the boundary omitted).
Then, writing
Uo(T ) =
∑
n
e−inT |φn〉〈φn| , (30)
we see that there is a single edge mode at  = pi on each
boundary. Focussing on the right-hand edge at x = N ,
we find that there is one edge mode with wavefunction
|N,A〉, and that the total number of pi modes is npi = 1.
In general, we write the net number of pi edge modes at
a single boundary as
npi = n
A
pi − nBpi , (31)
which is the number of edge modes on sublattice A minus
the number of edge modes on sublattice B. This defini-
tion is justified in that a pair of degenerate states at the
same edge on different sublattices can be gapped out by
a chiral-symmetric Hamiltonian acting only at the edge,
as proved below in Sec. IV B.
For our model drive, it follows that at the right edge
nRpi = 1, while at the left edge n
L
pi = −1. In this way,
at least for the model drive, we see that the number of
edge modes is equal to the change in the bulk chiral flow
invariant across the interface,
npi = n
A
pi − nBpi = ∆ν. (32)
We will show below that this bulk-edge correspondence
holds in general.
B. Edge Invariants
We now extend this discussion of edge modes to more
general drives with chiral symmetry. First, we note
from Eq. (18) that the quasienergy spectrum of a chiral-
symmetric Floquet operator U(T ) is symmetric about
 = 0 and  = pi. Specifically, if |φn〉 is an eigenstate of
U(T ) with quasienergy n (mod 2pi), then using Eq. (18)
we can write
U(T )C |φn〉 = CU†(T ) |φn〉 = e−inC |φn〉 , (33)
which shows that C |φn〉 is also an eigenstate of U(T )
with quasienergy −n (mod 2pi). In this way, eigenstates
at  = 0 and  = pi are special, in that the chiral sym-
metry operator maps them onto states with the same
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Figure 5. Schematic quasienergy spectrum for a Floquet op-
erator U(T ) with chiral symmetry. Since quasienergies are
defined modulo 2pi, the spectrum may be visualised on the
unit circle. The chiral symmetry operator C maps states
with quasienergy  onto states with quasienergy − (green
band and blue points). In this way, the spectrum is symmet-
ric about  = 0 and  = pi. States at these special values map
onto states with the same quasienergy under the action of C,
and possibly map onto themselves (red points).
quasienergy. These spectral properties are illustrated in
Fig. 5.
For the open-system Floquet operator Uo(T ) of the
model drive given in Eq. (29), we see that each edge
state has support on a single sublattice, and is mapped
onto itself under the action of C. In fact, eigenstates at
 = pi can always be chosen to have support on a single
sublattice, as we now show. First, we write the projector
onto sublattice A/B as
PA/B =
I± C
2
, (34)
which follows from Eq. (16). Then, given an eigenstate
Uo(T ) |φ〉 = − |φ〉 , (35)
we see that
Uo(T )PA |φ〉 = Uo(T )
[
I+ C
2
]
|φ〉
=
1
2
[
Uo(T ) + CU
†
o (T )
] |φ〉
= −PA |φ〉 , (36)
where we have made use of Eq. (18). In this way, PA |φ〉 is
either an eigenstate of Uo(T ) at  = pi or |φ〉 is annihilated
by PA. In either case, we can split the state |φ〉 into
components PA |φ〉 and PB |φ〉, each of which has support
on a single sublattice or vanishes. A state with support
on a single sublattice is mapped onto itself by the action
of C.
Now, a dynamical topological phase is indicated by the
presence of protected edge modes at  = pi. In order to be
protected, it should not be possible to gap out the edge
modes with a local, symmetry-respecting evolution act-
ing only in the edge region. We now demonstrate that for
edge modes to be protected, they must all have support
on the same sublattice. Specifically, we will show that a
pair of edge modes (at the same edge) with support on
different sublattices may be gapped out, providing justi-
fication for the edge-mode counting defined in Eq. (31).
We assume we have two eigenstates |φA〉 and |φB〉 at
quasienergy  = pi, with support on sublattice A and
B, respectively. While the states do not need to have
support on the same sites, they should each be localised
to the same boundary. We then consider the local, chiral-
symmetric Hamiltonian
H ′ = |φA〉〈φB |+ |φB〉〈φA| , (37)
which generates the evolution,
e−itH
′
=
(
cos(t) −i sin(t)
−i sin(t) cos(t)
)
, (38)
where we have used the basis {|φA〉 , |φB〉}. To form a
chiral-symmetric unitary evolution, we prepend and ap-
pend this new evolution to the original unitary Uo(T ).
Considering the action of this new evolution on the edge-
state subspace, we find
e−itH
′
Uo(T )e
−itH′ = e−itH
′
( −1 0
0 −1
)
e−itH
′
=
( − cos(2t) i sin(2t)
i sin(2t) − cos(2t)
)
. (39)
This new unitary evolution has quasienergies  = pi± 2t,
and so even for an infinitesimal perturbation, the edge
states are mixed and gap out. In this way, a pair of edge
modes at  = pi on different sublattices can be gapped
out by a local, symmetric perturbation, and are not pro-
tected. The number of protected edge modes at a given
edge is the difference between the number of edge modes
on sublattice A and the number of edge modes on sub-
lattice B, as defined in Eq. (31).
With these definitions, we can now obtain a general ex-
pression for the number of protected edge modes present
at the boundary of an arbitrary chiral drive. An open-
system drive (derived from a unitary loop evolution) will
have a thermodynamically large number of eigenstates at
 = 0 corresponding to states in the bulk, and a smaller
number of states with  6= 0 near each boundary. The
number of edge modes is the net number of eigenstates
on a single sublattice at quasienergy  = pi on a single
boundary.
We project to just the right-hand boundary with the
real-space projector PR, where the boundary region need
not be exact but should include all states on the right-
hand edge with  6= 0. We also define a projector Ppi
onto the space of states with quasienergy  = pi (we give
an explicit expression for this operator below). In terms
of these projectors, the number of protected dynamical
edge modes at the right-hand edge is given by
nRpi = n
R,A
pi −nR,Bpi = Tr [PAPpiPR]−Tr [PBPpiPR] . (40)
Recalling that the chiral symmetry operator takes the
form C = PA = PB , this expression can be rewritten as
nRpi [U ] = Tr [CPpiPR] = −
1
2
Tr [C (Uo(T )− I)PR] ,(41)
9where in the final equality we have replaced Ppi =
− 12 [Uo(T )− I] under the trace.
This replacement can be justified as follows, by ex-
panding Uo(T ) in its basis of eigenstates,
Uo(T ) =
∑
n
e−in |φn〉〈φn| . (42)
First, subtracting the identity removes all states with
 = 0 from the expansion of Uo(T ), meaning that these
states do not contribute to the trace. The states with
 = pi, however, have a coefficient of −1 in the expansion
of Uo(T ), and so end up with a coefficient of −2 after
subtracting the identity. States at  = pi will therefore
each contribute −2 to the trace (if they are not annihi-
lated by PR or C). Finally, if there are any states with
 6= 0 and  6= pi, they must occur as chiral pairs with
quasienergy ±. However, the chiral symmetry operator
C acts as σx on these eigenvectors (mapping each state
onto its chiral partner), and is therefore traceless in this
subspace.
Overall, the only subspace that contributes to the trace
of C(Uo(T )− I)PR is the pi eigenspace of the right-hand
edge, and we divide by −2 to calculate the number of
states in this subspace. As long as the chosen region R
is larger than the localisation length of any edge modes,
the trace will be integer valued. It follows that Eq. (41)
is a robust topological edge invariant which may be used
to calculate the number of protected edge modes at the
right-hand edge of any chiral-symmetric Floquet operator
Uo(T ).
V. BULK-EDGE CORRESPONDENCE
A. Bulk-Edge Correspondence at t = T/2
In this section, we will prove that the bulk chiral flow
invariant of a chiral unitary loop drive (ν[U ]) is equal to
the number of protected edge modes at the right-hand
edge at the end of the evolution (nRpi ). Our argument has
two parts: first, we will show that a nonzero chiral flow
in the bulk at t = T/2 leads to chiral-symmetry-breaking
flow at the boundary, also at t = T/2. Then, we will show
that this symmetry-breaking boundary flow at t = T/2
is responsible for nontrivial edge modes at the end of the
cycle.
As in the previous section, it will be useful to distin-
guish between the closed-system evolution and the open-
system evolution, which we write as Uc(t) and Uo(t),
respectively. These two evolutions are identical apart
from in a finite (Lieb-Robinson bounded) region near the
edges. In particular, since we are considering unitary
loop evolutions, Uc(T ) = I everywhere, while Uo(T ) is
the identity away from the boundary regions.
We identify the three relevant spatial regions (left edge,
middle, and right edge) as L, M and R, respectively,
as shown in Fig. 6. The bulk region M should be de-
fined far enough away from the edges (i.e. larger than
L M R
(a)
(b)
Figure 6. Action of the general chiral unitaries Uc(T/2) and
Uo(T/2) within the left edge (L), middle (M) and right edge
(R) regions of a 1D chain. Sublattices are shown as black
and gray points. (a) The unitary action of the closed sys-
tem Uc(T/2) acts on each sublattice independently. (b) In
the open system, the unitary Uo(T/2) acts on each sublattice
independently in the bulk but couples the two sublattices in
the edge regions.
the Lieb-Robinson length away) that Uc(t) and Uo(t) act
identically within this region. For concreteness, a chain
of length N can be split into the regions
L : x ≤ N/3
M : N/3 < x ≤ 2N/3
R : x > 2N/3,
(43)
rounding the fractions if necessary.
We recall that halfway through a chiral-symmetric
drive, the unitary operator Uc(T/2) takes a block diag-
onal form (see Eq. (24)), indicating that the two sublat-
tices become decoupled. This motivated the notion of
chiral flow, which we defined in Eq. (28). In the open
system, however, Uo(T/2) will not in general take this
block-diagonal form. Instead, at the edges of the system
there may be coupling between the two sublattices, as
we found for the model drive and as illustrated schemat-
ically in Fig. 6. However, within the bulk region M , both
closed- and open-system drives are identical. In this way,
we can calculate the chiral flow invariant ν[U ] in the bulk
even for the open system.
We now use the properties of chiral flow to relate the
bulk behaviour to the boundary behaviour of the open
system at t = T/2. As noted in Sec. II B, chiral flow
builds on the notion of unitary flow from Ref. 63, and
inherits many of its properties. Importantly, the unitary
flow invariant is independent of location, and may be
calculated across any imaginary cut in the 1D system.
In turn, this implies that unitary flow is constant and
conserved throughout the system.
In the bulk at t = T/2, chiral flow is similarly constant
and conserved. However, at the edge region R, unitary
flow corresponding to one sublattice flows from region
M to region R, while flow corresponding to the other
sublattice flows from R to L. Since unitary flow is con-
served, there must be flow between sublattices at some
point within the edge region. This is the coupling be-
tween sublattices that is shown schematically in Fig. 6.
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We show below that this inter-sublattice flow at the edges
is exactly equal to the chiral flow in the bulk.
We write the open-system half-period unitary Uo(T/2)
using the shorthand U and consider the trivial trace
0 = Tr
[
U−1PR,AU − PR,A
]
, (44)
where PR,A = PRPA is a projector onto sublattice A
in region R. This trace vanishes because, for an open
system, we can use the cyclic property of the trace to
bring U next to U−1 and replace UU−1 = I. Defining
the complementary projector P¯R,A = I − PR,A, we can
rewrite the above trace as
0 = Tr
[
U−1PR,AUP¯R,A − U−1P¯R,AUPR,A
]
. (45)
The complementary projector can be expanded as a sum
over all other sublattices and regions,
P¯R,A = PL,A + PL,B + PM,A + PM,B + PR,B . (46)
However, assuming the unitary has some finite strict
localisation length, there can be no overlap between
U−1PRU and PL, and so we can ignore PL in the comple-
mentary projector. In addition, in the bulk the unitary
preserves chiral symmetry, and so U−1PR,AU can have
overlap with PM,A but not with PM,B . Expanding the
remaining projectors, we find
0 = Tr
[
U−1PR,AUPM,A − U−1PM,AUPR,A
]
+Tr
[
U−1PR,AUPR,B − U−1PR,BUPR,A
]
. (47)
Referring back to Sec. III D, we identify the first trace
as the chiral flow invariant ν[U ], measured across the
boundary between regions M and R. Moving the second
trace to the other side of the equation, we identify it as
an edge invariant, equal to the chiral flow, which captures
the flow between sublattices within the region R,
νRedge[U ] = Tr
[
U−1PR,BUPR,A − U−1PR,AUPR,B
]
.
(48)
This can be written equivalently as
νRedge[U ] = Tr
[
U−1PBUPAPR − U−1PAUPBPR
]
, (49)
where we have dropped two projectors onto R, which are
unnecessary because any flow into region M must con-
serve sublattice. We can define a similar edge invariant
at the left edge, which is equal in magnitude but opposite
in direction to νRedge[U ].
Overall, we see that the bulk chiral flow invariant
(Eq. (28)) is equal to the half-period edge invariant
(Eq. (49)), i.e. that
ν[Uc(T/2)] = ν[Uo(T/2)] = ν
R
edge[Uo(T/2)]. (50)
This is the first step in our derivation of bulk-edge cor-
respondence.
B. Bulk-Edge Correspondence at t = T
To complete the derivation, we now show that the half-
period edge invariant is equal to the number of protected
edge modes present at the right-hand edge at the end of
the evolution, nRpi .
To do this, we rewrite our expression for νRedge[U ] in
terms of C by substituting Eq. (34) into Eq. (49). Writing
out U = Uo(T/2) in full, this gives
νRedge[U ] =
1
2
[
Tr [CPR]− Tr
[
U−1o (T/2)CUo(T/2)PR
] ]
.
(51)
However, Eq. (22) gives a relation between a generic half-
period unitary and the corresponding full-period unitary,
which we can use to rewrite the expression above as
νRedge[U ] =
1
2
[
Tr [CPR]− Tr
[
U−1o (T )CPR
] ]
= −1
2
Tr
[
C
(
U−1o (T )− I
)
PR
]
, (52)
where in the second line we have used that C commutes
with PR and grouped together the expressions under the
trace. Finally, we identify the expression above as nRpi
from Eq. (41), noting that either Uo(T ) or U
−1
o (T ) may
be used to count edge modes at  = pi.
Overall, we have shown that chiral flow in the bulk at
t = T/2 leads to chiral symmetry-breaking flow at the
boundary, which in turn generates edge modes at  = pi
at the end of the evolution. This bulk-boundary corre-
spondence is summarised by the three equal invariants
ν[Uc/o(T/2)] = ν
R
edge[Uo(T/2)] = n
R
pi [Uo(T )]. (53)
VI. CONCLUSION
In this work, we have introduced chiral flow (Eq. (28))
as a physically motivated, locally computable bulk invari-
ant, which describes the topological properties of unitary
evolutions with chiral symmetry. While the invariant it-
self is defined only for unitary loop evolutions, we argued
in Sec. II and in Appendix B that any chiral evolution
(with a gap at  = pi) is related to a characteristic unitary
loop. In this way, chiral flow provides a topological char-
acterisation of any (gapped and non-interacting) driven
system belonging to class AIII. This invariant is an im-
provement on previous invariants, discussed in Sec. I, in
that it applies to systems with disorder and is locally
computable. In addition, it has the intuitive physical in-
terpretation of describing the unitary flow [63] on each
sublattice at the half-period point.
We went on to derive an explicit bulk-boundary cor-
respondence which relates the chiral flow to the number
of protected dynamical edge modes present at the end of
the evolution. To do this, we first introduced an edge in-
variant (Eq. (49)) which quantifies the chiral-symmetry-
breaking flow that arises at a boundary at the midpoint
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of the evolution. This was found to be exactly equal to
the chiral flow invariant in the bulk. It is interesting to
note that the behaviour of a chiral drive at t = T/2 offers
much more information about its topological properties
than its behaviour at t = T .
Finally, we equated this half-period edge invariant to
the full-period edge invariant (Eq. (41)), which directly
counts the number of protected edge modes at  = pi
at the end of the evolution. In this way, our work pro-
vides the first explicit bulk-edge correspondence for one-
dimensional Floquet systems with chiral symmetry. In
passing, we note that the full-period edge invariant we
introduced may be used to count the number of modes
at  = pi in general, and is applicable beyond unitary loop
evolutions.
Our work raises a number of interesting open ques-
tions. First, Floquet system in class AIII have been
shown to host nontrivial topological phases in all odd
(spatial) dimensions, but have thus far only been studied
in cases with translational symmetry or in one dimen-
sion. In future work, we will extend the notion of chiral
flow, and the associated bulk-boundary correspondence,
to the higher dimensional case. In the process, we hope to
provide insight into the boundary behaviour of Floquet
topological phases in even dimensions. Our work also
extends Kitaev’s notion of unitary flow [63] to systems
with chiral symmetry. It would be interesting to study
whether this quantity can be similarly extended to the
other symmetry classes in the 10-fold way. Finally, an
information-theoretic extension of the notion of flow was
applied to many-body unitary evolutions in Ref. 64, in
the context of quantum cellular automata. The resulting
topological invariant underpins the classification of in-
teracting Floquet topological phases in two and three di-
mensions introduced in Refs. 66–68. An extension of this
many-body invariant to systems with chiral symmetry,
and indeed in other symmetry classes and dimensions,
remains an interesting avenue for future research.
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Appendix A: Extension to Exponentially Decaying
Unitaries
In the main text, the unitary operators we considered
were assumed to be strictly local with some localization
length `, i.e., we assumed that Ujk = 0 for |j − k| > `
(where j and k label unit cell positions). In this ap-
pendix, we extend our results to the more general def-
inition of locality in which matrix element magnitudes
decay exponentially with distance. Specifically, we will
assume that for large enough |j−k|, the unitary operator
● ● ● ●
● ●
● ● ● ●
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Figure 7. Calculation of the chiral flow invariant for a local
unitary satisfying Eq. (A1). (a) We split the region near a
cut at x = x0 into left (L) and right (R) pieces. (b) Matrix
elements which connect sites across the cut are bounded by
an exponentially decaying envelope function. By truncating
projectors to sites within a distance a from the cut, we neglect
contributions which are of size O(e−a/`). By taking a much
larger than ` these errors can be made exponentially small.
satisfies
|Ujk| ≤ Ce−|j−k|/`, (A1)
for some positive constant C and localization length `. If
we evolve a local Hamiltonian in time, the unitary time-
evolution operator will generically take this form [53].
1. Bulk Invariants
We now study how this looser definition of locality af-
fects the definition and calculation of invariants intro-
duced in the main text. We recall that the bulk chiral
flow invariant (Eq. (28)) may be written for a formally
infinite system as
ν[U ] =
1
2
[
Tr
(
CU−1PRUPL
)− Tr (CU−1PLUPR) ],
(A2)
where U = U(T/2) and PL and PR are projectors onto
the semi-infinite regions x ≤ x0 and x > x0, respectively.
For the infinite system, this equation continues to give a
well-defined quantised chiral flow index, even for expo-
nentially localised unitaries satisfying Eq. (A1) [63]. For
practical purposes, however, infinite system sizes cannot
be achieved, and we must necessarily consider a finite sys-
tem with projectors truncated to a finite region around
the cut at x0.
In the main text, the unitary operators we consid-
ered were strictly local, and we could truncate to the re-
gion [x0 − `, x0 + `] without changing the value of ν[U ].
In addition, ν[U ] could be calculated using either the
closed-system unitary Uc(T/2) or the open-system uni-
tary Uo(T/2), since these had identical action within the
truncated region (as long as the edges were far enough
away from x0). In the current case, the open and closed
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system unitaries will have actions which differ at x0, even
if only by an exponentially small amount. In addition,
truncation to a region around a cut at x0 will introduce
other (exponentially small) errors, and so too will having
a finite system size. All of these sources of error will need
to be taken into account and quantified.
First, we consider a closed system with N sites in
total (which we write as c[N ]) and attempt to calcu-
late the bulk invariant using a truncation to the region
[x0 − a, x0 + a], with a ≤ N/2.4 Explicitly, we set x0 = 0
and define
νc[N ],a[U ] =
1
2
[
Tr
(
CU−1P aRUP
a
L
)−Tr (CU−1P aLUP aR) ],
(A3)
where P aL projects onto the range [−a, 0), P aR projects
onto the range [0, a), and U is shorthand for the closed-
system unitary Uc[N ](T/2). It is clear that
lim
a→∞ limN→∞
νc[N ],a[U ] = ν[U ], (A4)
as this recovers Eq. (A2) which gives the exact, quantised
invariant.
For large but finite values of a and N , this expres-
sion will neglect contributions from the unitary opera-
tor with magnitudes less than or equal to O(e−a/`) and
O(e−N/(2`)), respectively. Since a ≤ N/2, the errors due
to finite system size will be smaller than those due to
truncation, and so we can safely ignore them. The total
error in the calculated value of νc[N ],a[U ] is bounded by
the sum of all neglected terms, and so overall we expect
νc[N ],a[U ] = ν[U ] +O
(
e−a/`
)
. (A5)
In this way, by taking the truncation length a  ` (and
increasing the system size correspondingly), it is possible
to calculate the chiral flow invariant to arbitrary accu-
racy. This idea is shown schematically in Fig. 7.
We now consider a finite open system o[N ], which has
N sites labelled from −N/2 to N/2 − 1. We again try
to calculate the bulk invariant using a truncation to the
region [−a, a], and this time define
νo[N ],a[U ] =
1
2
[
Tr
(
CU−1P aRUP
a
L
)−Tr (CU−1P aLUP aR) ],
(A6)
where definitions are as before except U is now shorthand
for the open-system unitary Uo[N ](T/2). As for the closed
system, we can take the limit N → ∞ followed by the
limit a→∞ to find
lim
a→∞ limN→∞
νo[N ],a[U ] = ν[U ], (A7)
which again recovers Eq. (A2) (since boundary condi-
tions are negligible in the infinite system limit). At finite
4 For a finite system, we require a ≤ N/2 so that only the flow
across the cut is measured, and not contributions which pass
around the ‘back’ of the system.
system sizes, there are errors due to the truncation and
errors due the finite size. The scaling follows as before,
and we find
νo[N ],a[U ] = ν[U ] +O
(
e−a/`
)
. (A8)
In this way, although calculations of the chiral flow in-
variant in the closed system and in the open system may
be different, both values tend towards the same quan-
tised value in the limit of infinite system size and infinite
truncation region. At finite sizes the calculated values
differ from the true value by errors of size O(e−a/`), and
correspondingly may differ from each other by a similar
amount.
2. Edge Invariants
We now consider the effects of the new definition of lo-
cality on the edge invariants defined in the main text. To
aid the discussion, we formally consider a semi-infinite
system extending from negative infinity to x = a, as
shown in Figure. 8. Recalling Eq. (49), we write the
edge invariant for the semi-infinite system as
νRedge,a[U ] = Tr
[
U−1PBUPAP aR − U−1PAUPBP aR
]
.
(A9)
where U = Uo(T/2) is the open-system unitary and P
a
R
is a projector onto the right-hand edge region of the sys-
tem, the interval [0, a]. For a strictly local unitary (as
considered in the main text), the expression above gives
an exact, quantised value, as long as a > `. For expo-
nentially decaying unitary operators satisfying Eq. (A1),
however, the definition of R amounts to a truncation. In
this case, the ‘edge region’ should formally include ex-
ponentially small contributions (set by the length scale
`) even on sites outside of the range [0, a]. The trun-
cation in Eq. (A9) neglects these contributions of size
O(e−a/`), leading to a total error (bounded by a sum
of these pieces), which is also of size O(e−a/`). In the
thermodynamic limit we take a→∞ and find
lim
a→∞
[
νRedge,a[U ]
]
= νRedge[U ]. (A10)
We will verify that this is indeed the true, quantised edge
invariant below.
We first use a similar method as in the main text to
show that the bulk and edge invariants are equal in the
thermodynamic limit. Starting from the trivial trace
0 = Tr
[
U−1P aR,AU − P aR,A
]
, (A11)
we insert the complementary projector P aR,A = P
a
R,B +
PL,A + PL,B , where PL projects onto the region x ≤ 0,
and find
0 = Tr
[
U−1P aR,AUP aR,A − P aR,AP aR,A
]
= ν˜Ra [U ]− νRedge,a[U ], (A12)
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Figure 8. Semi-infinite system used in the construction of
truncated edge invariants. (a) Boxed region indicates the re-
gion where P aR is nonzero, extending from x = 0 to x = a. To
reduce truncation errors, this should be much larger than the
Lieb-Robinson length of the unitary `. (b) Edge modes de-
cay exponentially away from x = 0. Truncating to the boxed
region means contributions of size O(e−a/`) are neglected.
where
νRedge,a[U ] = Tr
[
U−1
(
P aR,B + PL,B
)
UP aR,A
−U−1P aR,AU
(
P aR,B + PL,B
)]
(A13)
recovers Eq. (A9) and
ν˜Ra [U ] = Tr
[
U−1P aR,AUPL,A − U−1PL,AUP aR,A
]
(A14)
is equivalent to Eq. (A3) up to corrections of size
O(e−a/`) (due to the fact that the system is now semi-
infinite). In this way, in the thermodynamic limit we
find
lim
a→∞
[
νRedge,a[U ]
]
= lim
a→∞
[
ν˜Ra [U ]
]
= ν[U ], (A15)
which recovers the quantised bulk invariant. In this way,
we have defined truncated edge and bulk invariants at
t = T/2 which are equal to each other and to their val-
ues in the thermodynamic limit up to exponentially small
corrections. By taking the truncation region a  `, the
corrections can be made exponentially small. This is il-
lustrated schematically in Fig. 8.
Finally, we define the invariant which counts the num-
ber of edge modes at t = T in a similar way to Eq. (41).
In the semi-infinite system, however, there is only one
edge, and we can formally define the exact (quantised)
number of edge modes as
nRpi [U ] = −
1
2
Tr [C (Uo(T )− I)] , (A16)
where Uo(T ) is obtained by removing terms from the gen-
erating Hamiltonian that connect sites across the bound-
ary at x = a. In contrast to Eq. (41), there is no projector
PR, which previously served to remove any contributions
from the left edge. This expression formally gives the
exact number of edge modes, even for exponentially de-
caying unitaries satisfying Eq. (A1).
For any finite system, however, we must introduce a
truncation, and so we define
nRpi,a[U ] = −
1
2
Tr [C (Uo(T )− I)P aR] , (A17)
where P aR again projects onto the region between x = 0
and x = a. This expression differs from the exact value
by an error with size O(e−a/`), as it neglects the exponen-
tial tails of the edge modes that permeate beyond x = 0.
However, these corrections are again of sizeO(e−a/`), and
can be made arbitrarily small by taking a much larger
than `. In this way,
lim
a→∞
[
nRpi,a[U ]
]
= nRpi [U ]. (A18)
As in the main text, we can use Eq. (22) to show that ex-
pressions for nRpi,a[U ] and ν
R
edge,a[U ] are equivalent. This
argument is very similar to that given in Sec. V B, and
so we do not reproduce it here.
Overall, we find that bulk and edge invariants can be
defined even for unitary operators satisfying the looser
definition of locality given in Eq. A1. While these invari-
ants take quantised values only in the limit of infinite sys-
tem size, any realistic measurement necessarily requires
truncation, which will introduce exponentially small cor-
rections. However, by taking the truncation region to be
much larger than the Lieb-Robinson length of the unitary
operator, these errors can be made arbitrarily small.
Appendix B: Obtaining a Unitary Loop from a
General Unitary Evolution
In the main text, we mostly worked with unitary loop
evolutions, which satisfy Uc(T ) = I. Most unitary evo-
lutions, however, will not satisfy this property. In these
cases, as motivated in Sec. II, we may construct a unitary
loop from the evolution which captures its inherently dy-
namical component. In this appendix, we outline this
construction in more detail.
We consider an arbitrary closed-system evolution with
chiral symmetry which, at t = T , has a gap in the
quasienergy spectrum at  = pi. [In order for there to
be protected dynamical edge modes, we require a gap at
 = pi in the closed system, and so we only consider this
case here]. We can then define a Floquet Hamiltonian
corresponding to this gap as
HF =
i
T
logpi Uc(T ), (B1)
where logpi is the complex logarithm defined as
logpi(e
iψ) = iψ (B2)
for
−pi < ψ < pi. (B3)
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Explicitly, if we express the full unitary evolution Uc(T )
in its eigenbasis,
Uc(T ) =
∑
j
λj |Ψj〉〈Ψj | , (B4)
then the Floquet Hamiltonian may be written
HF =
i
T
∑
j
logpi (λj) |Ψj〉〈Ψj | . (B5)
As shown in Ref. 53, a Floquet Hamiltonian defined in
this way is local (in that the magnitudes of its matrix
elements decay exponentially with distance). In addition,
since the underlying evolution is chiral symmetric, the
Floquet Hamiltonian satisfies
CHFC
−1 = −HF . (B6)
We can deform the full unitary evolution Uc(t) into a
unitary loop followed by an evolution with HF . First,
we define a (chiral-symmetric) unitary loop through the
generating Hamiltonian
HL(t) =

−2HF 0 ≤ t < 14T
2H(2(t− 14T )) 14T ≤ t < 34T
−2HF 34T ≤ t < T,
, (B7)
where H(t) is the original generating Hamiltonian for
Uc(t). It may be verified that the evolution
Vc(t) = T exp
[
−i
∫ t
0
HL(t
′) dt′
]
(B8)
satisfies Vc(T ) = I. To recover Uc(T ), we can evolve
with HF for time T/2 before and after the evolution with
HL(t) and note that
e−iHFT/2Vc(T )e−iHFT/2 = e−iHFT ≡ Uc(T ). (B9)
This complete evolution has chiral symmetry and is ho-
motopically connected to the original evolution Uc(t) [30].
Dynamical edge modes can only arise during the evolu-
tion with HL(t), as it is only in this part of the evolution
that the gap at  = pi can close. In this way, the dynam-
ical properties of Uc(t) are equivalent to the dynamical
properties of the loop evolution Vc(t).
The loop evolution Vc(t) can be used directly in the cal-
culation of the bulk chiral flow invariant in Eq. (28). For
the edge invariants, we require the corresponding open
system evolution, Vo(t). This can be obtained by trun-
cating the loop generating HamiltonianHL(t) in Eq. (B7)
by removing terms which connect sites across the bound-
ary. Evolution with this open-system Hamiltonian then
yields Vo(t). This can be used in the calculation of the
half-period edge invariant in Eq. (49) and in the calcula-
tion of the number of edge modes at t = T in Eq. (41).
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